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FRCA to celebrate International Customs Day 

The Fiji Revenue and Customs Authority (FRCA) is geared up to celebrate 

the International Customs Day on 26th January, 2016 with key stakeholders.  
 
With the theme ‘Digital Customs: Progressive Engagement’, FRCA aims 
to strengthen its role worldwide.  
 
“The Theme is not only important for Customs but the strategic positioning 
of FRCA in its leadership role in Fiji, the Region and the globe – our World 
class journey,” FRCA Acting Chief Executive Officer, Mr Visvanath Das said.  
 

“Digitalization of data and information sharing is crucial as we work 
towards efficient trade and travel facilitation for better yields in revenues 
and border security,” Mr Das said.  

“Across the customs supply chain, traders, agents, freight forwarders, 
carriers and border agencies are embracing new digital technologies. To 
remain attractive destinations for trade, we must personalize our services 
and provide more engaging user experiences— making life easier for the 
trading community, other border agencies and our staff,” he added.  

Mr Das believes the new waves of innovation are driving an urgent need for 
a common digital platform across the customs supply chain. 
 

“Using well-defined architectures, governance and services, new digital 
platforms are accessible by the entire trade ecosystem, as well as third 
party service providers.” 



His message to FRCA staffs -“We need to get smarter. By mastering our 
data, we will be able to provide actionable insights to pre-emptively tackle 
fraud and risk to promote legitimate trade and also create more 
personalized experiences for our users.” 

Mr Das also reminded FRCA staffs on the importance of communicating 
with stakeholders and customers.  

FRCA is also proud to confirm the launch of ASYCUDA World for our 
maritime port - Savusavu today.  
 
For queries please contact the Public Relations Department on 324 3013/3243031. 
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